Wayfinding Interface
Easily Find and Book a Meeting Space

The TLSI 201 is the latest addition to the Extron Room Scheduling solution and is an interactive wayfinding interface that provides real-time meeting space availability, status, room booking, and location information using a centralized display. Designed to connect directly with Extron Room Scheduling panels, users can now locate and book meeting spaces for the day or week on a grid or map view. Configured with free Extron Room Agent software, it requires no additional programming or external processors.

- Meeting space information can be displayed on a grid or map view
- Simple customization for light and dark themes, logos, and welcome message
- Flexible information fields can be turned on or off
- PoE+ Compatible - eliminates the need for bulky local power supplies
- Ideal for use with third-party 40” or larger 1080p touchscreens
- Connects directly with TouchLink® scheduling panels
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Security and Trusted Data with the Enterprise in Mind

With Extron Room Scheduling, all activity and usage data is gathered from trusted, reliable sources. In addition, the hardware, application, and network are all protected so you can be confident in the integrity of your system and your data.

- Encrypted communications across the ecosystem
- Secure configurations and access to resource calendars using organization-defined credentials
- Direct connection with the resource calendar assigned to each room through the calendar service
- Manage resource calendars according to your organization’s administration policy and standards
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